gation equipment, featuring a revolutionary sprinkler arm to give even precipitation distribution.

Thompson Mfg. manufactures gear-driven rotary sprinklers in its Commander Series. The Toro Company’s Irrigation Div., offers a complete line of automatic lawn and turf irrigation equipment. Vari-Time 4000 central programmer has 14 models suitable for all kinds of golf course irrigation systems. Toro Satellites complete system. Sprinklers, Series 630, 650 and 690, have valve-in-head, are available in hydraulic or electric. All equipped with a manual off-automatic control for each sprinkler, are pressure regulated. Series 650 and 690 have two kinds of two-speed sprinklers: one for single row application; the other for two row or greens application.

Weather-matic Div., Telsco Industries, offers complete line of golf course irrigation equipment, including the K-Series rotary sprinklers, command/satellite control systems, SSV and SSR-10 controls and electric valves.
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Atwater Strong Company, Inc., offers the MI-T-Trailer, a 40 cubic-foot materials trailer.

Bunton Company features Bunton lawn and turf equipment and Goodall lawn and turf equipment. Trimmers and edgers with eight inch to 18 inch cuts. Self-propelled push mowers, from 18-inch to 22-inch, and riding mowers with power steering, from 21 inches to 52 inches.

The Champion Company introduces the Champion End-Dump Trailer, a hydraulic dump trailer with a three cubic yard capacity, rugged steel frame and two-wheel suspension. Also offered, the Doo-All trailer line.

Dedoes Industries, Inc., makes the Dedoes Aerator line in fairway and tee and green sizes. Convertible units available for slicing and spiking.

John Bean Div., FMC Corp. introduces an air crop sprayer with 40-foot swath coverage, PTO driven. Other spraying equipment include the Turfkeeper sprayer in several models, the Rotocast, Rotomist in four models, plus spray booms and other spraying accessories.

Gandy Company introduces the Handy Gandy measuring wheel for use on almost any surface; folds easily and comes in two models, W-50 and W-52. Showing also the Turf Tender top dresser and lime applicator, new this year. Gandy spreaders, broadcast applicators and line tenders also available.

Giant-Vac Mfg. Company makes a complete line of vacuums with attachments; Giant-Blo blowers, from five to 65 hp, thatchers, Giant Trail Vacs...
and Model 555 GT Giant Trac turf truck.

**Goodall Div.,** Bunton Company, features Goodall lawn and turf equipment. Trimmers and edgers with eight inch to 22 inch, self-propelled and riding mowers with power steering, from 21 inches to 52 inches.

**Hahn-West Point Div.** makes the four-inch Aeri-Boy aerator with one-fourth or one-half thatch spoons. Other aerators include the Junior Aerifier, Grasslan Aerifier, and TM-80 and TM-140 models. The Verifier with core catchers and Turf Plugger also available.

**Hayden Beatty Rambler, Inc.,** showing the Beatty Hydraulic S-3-B maintenance trailer with 7,000 pound dump capacity. Also, low deck height trailers and the S-3-R Road King Utility Dump series in off-road models.

**Howard Rotator Company** makes the Turf-Quaker line of aerators in several models.

**H. D. Hudson Mfg. Company** offers Peerless power sprayers, Industro compression sprayers, Porta-Flame flame sprayers and Trombone slide-type sprayers.

**Jacobsen Mfg. Company** makes a full line of turf maintenance equipment, including mowers.

**Kohler Company** introduces to its line of engines a two-cylinder, 20 hp engine, Model K532. Also on exhibit will be four-cycle, cast iron, air-cooled engines, from four hp to 24 hp.

**L.L. Larson Machine, Inc.,** features Models 411, 421 and 413 broadcasters for applying fertilizer and grass seeds. Also, showing a complete line of sprayers for turf, shrub and tree maintenance.

**Lindig Mfg. Corp.** introduces a 160 hp, 16-inch brush chipper and an improved 15-cubic yard per hour shredder-screener.

**The F.E. Myers & Bros. Company** offers new the TurfLine Fairway Sprayer, featuring a 10 GPM DuAll pump, seven hp Kohler air-cooled engine with 300-gallon tank and high flotation tires. There are 21 models in the TurfLine series; all have heavy-duty cast iron reciprocating piston pumps with pressures from 30 to 800 psi and liquid capacities to 36 GPM.

**Royer Foundry and Machine Company** introduces a self-powered wood chipper. Also showing the Royer Shredder (Model 120); Powerscreens, (Models 30 and 42). Also manually loaded shredders, soil shredders and chippers.

**Ryan, OMC-Lincoln,** introduces the Greensaire II Core Processor, which attaches to the Greensaire II Aerator. Cores are processed automatically. Also utility turf vehicles, disk spikers, top dressers/fertilizer spreaders, and other golf course maintenance equipment.

**Smithco, Inc.,** introduces Easy Rider III trap rake, an improved model. Also Thunderbird and Cardinal sprayers. The Cardinal holds 200 gallons, is made of stainless steel and is equipped with a four-cylinder, radial 10 GPM pump. Accessories available.

**Stewart Bros. Company, Inc.,** features the Spread-All Top Dresser in two models; new model is WC-74. Spreads five feet wide, has a 16 cubic foot capacity and is self-propelled.

**Turf Vac Corp.** introduces its Model 70 vacuum, which can sweep both turf and pavement; available in five models. Also Model FM-5 Lift Dump, Model GPU self-propelled sweeper, GTS heavy-duty vacuum and Model FM5 five foot wide turf sweeper.

**Vandermolen Corp.** introduces Model 312W12 Diadem brush chipper, an extra heavy-duty chipper that chips up to three-inch brush. Also, Diadem fertilizer spreader/seeders, KWH blowers and mistblowers and electric bug killers.

**Cushman, OMC-Lincoln,** makes the 18 hp Turf-Truckster in three or four wheel models; the 12 hp in a three-